
Problem 5 

a) What is an ultimatum game?  

A game with two players: the Proposer and the Responder. The Proposer initially gets an amount X 
from the experimenters (the initial endowment). He/she is asked to propose a way to share this 
amount between him-/herself and the Responder. If the Responder accepts the proposal, the 
amount is shared among the two according to the Proposer’s proposal. If the Responder rejects, 
both get 0. 

Consider a fully anonymous ultimatum game with an initial endowment to the proposer of 100 NOK. 
Let s denote the share offered to the responder. The game is binary, meaning that the proposer can 
only offer one of two pre-determined alternative shares, s1 or s2. The responder knows which 
alternatives are available to the proposer. 

Consider first the case where s1=0.2 and s2=0.5. A given proposer, A, offers s1. A’s responder, B, 
rejects.  

b) Is this consistent with both A and B having purely self-interested preferences (each cares only 
about his/her own material payoff), assuming that A also expects B to be self-interested? Why/why 
not?  

Use backward induction and start with B. If B is purely self-interested, he/she will never decline a 
strictly positive offer. Knowing this, and being self-interested, A would offer the lowest possible 
amount, which is 20 NOK (i.e. s1=0.2), and which would be accepted by B. Although A’s behavior is 
consistent with this explanation, B’s is not (B declines a strictly positive offer). 

c) Is this consistent with A having purely self-interested preferences and expecting B to have so too, 
while B is, in fact, inequity-averse as specified by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) with parameters α=2 and 
β=0.3? Why/why not?  

The inequity aversion model says that utilities are given by 

 

where i≠j, and βi ≤ αi, 0 ≤ βi < 1. 

Use backward induction and start with B. B’s alternatives are either (0,0) (reject) and (80,20) (accept) 
(where (x,y) denotes x NOK to A and y NOK to B). B’s utility if he rejects is 0 (no material payoff, no 
inequity). B will thus accept if his utility of accepting exceeds 0. His utility if accepting is: 

UA= 20 – αA (xB-xA) =20-2(80-20)=-100 

Hence, B will reject with these preferences. Consequently the answer is yes: B will reject a share of 
0.2. This is not foreseen by A, who expects B to be self-interested and thus accept any strictly 
positive amount. With these preferences and beliefs, A prefers to offer B the lowest possible 
amount, which is 20.  

d)  How would your answers to b) and c) be affected if the intial endowment to the proposer had 
been, instead, 1000 NOK? Explain. 
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The answer to a) would not be affected: A self-interested responder would never reject a strictly 
positive amount, and foreseeing this, a self-interested proposer would offer the lowest possible 
amount, regardless of the total sum at stake. 

The answer to b) would not be affected either: With the inequity aversion model, the total amount 
at stake does not matter for rejections in an ultimatum game. More formally, B’s utility of rejection 
would still be 0. His utility if accepting would now be 

UA= 200 – αA (xB-xA) =200-2(800-200)=-1000 

Everything would be multiplied with 10, but since the utility of accepting is still negative, rejection 
will still take place. The intuitive reason is that although more material payoff is lost in this case, 
there will also be more inequity (in absolute terms). 

Assume now that the game is repeated with the same two players (A as proposer and B as 
responder), but with different values of s1 and s2: This time s1=0.2 and s2=0.1. Neither A nor B knows 
that they are playing against the same player. Nor did any of them expect, when making their 
decisions in the first round, that they would play against the same player once more.  

Again, A offers s1. This time B accepts.  

e) Is this consistent with A having purely self-interested preferences and expecting B to have so too, 
while B is in fact inequity-averse as specified by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) with parameters α=2 and 
β=0.3? Why/why not?  

It is not. Inequity-aversion is concerned only with outcomes, so B’s behavior should not depend on 
A’s unchosen alternatives. The calculations in c) above shows that B should reject an offer of 20 
percent, which he also did in the first round, but now he accepts the same offer. Thus his behavior is 
not consistent with the inequity aversion model. Nor is A’s behavior consistent with being self-
interested and expecting B to be so too: With those preferences and beliefs, A should have chosen 
s2=0.1, since this would imply offering the lowest possible amount (which A would expect B to 
accept).   

f) Assume that A has purely self-interested preferences and expects B to have so too. Can you suggest 
a preference structure for B, other than those mentioned above, which might then explain B’s 
behavior in both rounds of the game? Explain, and specify the required conditions to make your 
suggestion consistent with B’s behavior. 

Reciprocity is a natural explanation here. Reciprocity is usually defined as a preference to repay kind 
intentions by kind actions and unkind intentions by unkind actions. The specific predictions of a 
model of reciprocity depends on how one specifies “kindness” and “unkindness” (and, among other 
things, on the beliefs players hold about each others’ intentions). A reciprocal person derives utility 
from being kind to someone who is perceived as being kind, and also from being mean to someone 
who is perceived as mean (unkind). Thus a reciprocal person is concerned not only with outcomes, 
but also with intentions. If choosing s1=0.2 versus s2=0.1. is perceived as more kind than choosing  
s1=0.2 versus s2=0.8, a reciprocal person may behave as B. This requires also that B’s preferences for 
reciprocity are strong enough to outweigh his/her material loss from rejecting.  



An intuitive answer like the one provided above should be considered sufficient. If some students 
answer this question formally, however, the formal model for reciprocal preferences used in class 
(which is really only one example of a reciprocity model) is the following:  

 

where  xi = i’s material payoff, kij =i’s kindness towards j, and jik~ = i’s belief about j’s kindness 

towards i.  Kindness is given by the payoff i allocates to j compared to a “neutral” payoff, the latter 
defined as the average of those payoffs i could potentially have allocated to j (given his beliefs): 

kij = xj (si, bij ) - 1/2[xj
max

 (bij )+ xj
min

 (bij )] 
where si = i’s strategy, bij = i’s belief about j’s strategy, xj

max
 (bij ) is the largest material payoff i 

could secure to j, given i’s belief about j’s strategy bij, and xj
min

 (bij ) is the smallest material payoff 

i could secure to j, given bij. Moreover, ciji =i’s belief about j’s belief about i’s strategy. jik~  is defined 

symmetrically to kij, but taking into account that to evaluate j’s kindness towards himself (i), i must 

use his beliefs about j’s strategy, bij, and his beliefs about j’s beliefs about i’s own strategy (ciji): 

jik~ = xi (bij, ciji ) - 1/2[xi
max

 (ciji)+ xi
min

 (ciji )]  

Assume that B thinks A thinks B will accept. Then, A can secure two alternative payoffs to B: 20 or 80 
in the first case, 20 or 10 in the second case. Then, the “neutral” payoff is, in the first case, 

1/2[xj
max

 (bij )+ xj
min

 (bij )]= ½(80+20)= 50, while A’s believed kindness towards B when 

choosing 20 rather than 80 is 20 – 50 = -30. The number is negative, so A is believed to be unkind. In 
the latter case, however, the “neutral” payoff is  

1/2[xj
max

 (bij )+ xj
min

 (bij )]= ½(20+10)= 15, while the kindness of choosing 20 rather than 10 

is given by kAB = 20 – 15 = 5 > 0 (A is believed to be kind).  

B can make the reciprocity term of the utility function positive by ensuring that his own kindness has 
the same sign as the believed kindness of A. By a similar argument as above, B can be “unkind” to A 
by rejecting A’s offer. Thus, B will prefer to reject (be unkind) in the first case, but accept (be kind) in 
the second case.  
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